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iGate Caught in Canadian Visa Dispute

Leo Pulls Out Abby-winning
Tata Salt Lite Radio Spots
SONALI KRISHNA & AMIT BAPNA
MUMBAI

The dust had barely settled after the 8th edition of Goafest, when a new controversy hit
the advertising festival. Leo Burnett has
withdrawn two radio spots for its client Tata
Salt Lite, which had been awarded two Gold
and two Silver Abbys this year in the Radio
and Radio Craft categories.
Insiders at Tata Chemicals informed ET
that after a detailed inquiry, headed by Tata
Chemicals MD and CEO R Mukundan, the
company asked its agency to withdraw the
entries. For an ad to be eligible for entry, it
must be released and paid for by a client. In
this case, Tata Salt Lite had not paid for the radio spots, and a source at the company said it
was uncomfortable accepting the award. A
member of Tata Salt’s marketing department had, however, signed a letter validating
the entry.
Tata Chemicals in a statement said: “The entire award submission process is one initiated and entirely managed by the agency; our

Firm says it has abided
by all applicable laws
and regulations

role as a client was limited to approval of the
creative. As a client, we were not aware of all
the other technical requirements and subsequent process of submission criteria etc. As
soon as the inconsistencies were brought to
our attention, and upon further inquiry, we
conclude that it would be appropriate for the
agency to return the award to the organisers.” A statement from Arvind Sharma,
chairman & CEO India Subcontinent, Leo
Burnett India, said, “We do not want any unwarranted insinuations about one of our
prestigious clients and brands to continue.
We request AGC to treat these two spots as
withdrawn from our side.”
Shashi Sinha, chairperson, Awards Governing Council, said, “Two Tata Salt radio entries have been withdrawn by Leo Burnett.
This is very unfortunate.” However, he confirmed that before announcing all winners a
verification process was followed and this
process included verification of client confirmation letters. Leo Burnett’s total metal
count is now 67 – with seven Gold, 32 silver,
and 28 bronze awards.
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echnology services company
iGate said, on Monday, that it has
abided by all applicable laws and
regulations, amid reports that Canada
will investigate whether the country’s
largest bank Royal Bank of Canada violated immigration laws by replacing
local workers with contract staff from
iGate.
The Fremont, California-based
iGate, which has most of its 30,000 employees based in Bangalore, said in a
statement that it provides appropriate
information to the relevant immigration authorities while deploying its
employees in other countries.

Gate Crash
 Canada may probe if Royal Bank
of Canada violated immigration
laws by replacing local workers
with staff on contract with iGate
 Country’s Human Resources
Minister termed the situation
“unacceptable”
 RBC said contrary to reports, it
has not replaced Canadian staff
with foreign workers

“We do not comment on specific client engagements but can outline our
stringent compliance norms – not specific to any one engagement. For any
engagement requiring foreign workers, in any country, iGate provides appropriate information to relevant immigration authorities as may be

required for the issuance of temporary work authorisations, and hiring is
only done after all work authorisations are properly issued under existing law and policy,” iGate said in an
emailed statement.
After breaking into the billion dollar
club — helped by the 2011 Patni acquisition — iGate led by former Infosys
executive Phaneesh Murthy has been
pursuing an aggressive strategy to
change outsourcing industry’s traditional model of charging for time and
effort.
Instead, Murthy wants to charge for
outcomes delivered, thus sharing
greater risk with clients.
Last week, the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation reported that RBC –
iGate’s second-largest client contributing a little over 10% of its $1.1 billion
sales — was planning to fire close to 50
employees in its investor services department and replace them with Indian employees, who were on contract
with iGate.
It is typical for Indian IT services

companies to send their staff to client
locations on contract, while it puts in
place processes to transition work to
be done from India or other lower cost
locations.
Bloomberg reported Canada’s human resources minister Diane Finley
as saying that the situation was unacceptable and that government will investigate the matter.
Canadian authorities will also look
into the country’s temporary foreign
worker program that allows companies to hire foreign workers when
qualified citizens or permanent residents of the country are not available.
In an emailed statement sent last
night, however, RBC said contrary to
media reports it has not replaced any
Canadian employees with foreign
workers.
“RBC agreements with suppliers, including in this case iGATE, requires
them to ensure that they are abiding
by the applicable laws and regulations,” Canada’s largest bank said in
an email statement sent to ET.
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The
global
Indian

Today, Indian executives are not only in demand for local positions, but
also global ones, discovers Yasmin Taj
officials successfully making their way to the top at MNCs is
not an unknown phenomenon to the Indian business
community anymore. “Various examples have been
witnessed in the past, wherein leaders from India have been
given larger global roles,” he states, adding, “India is a highly

ndians are making inroads into inconceivable territories
that most people don’t even dream of. Indian executives
too have proven their mettle in more ways than one. So
much so that today, Indians have become the most popular
choice for global positions, according to reports.
Indian CEOs are scaling corporate heights by making a
distinctive statement in the global companies. Headhunters
say with India emerging as a talent pool to fill the shortage
the world over, a lot of MNCs are looking for Indian
executives to beef up their top management teams. So,
what has triggered the rise of the Indian CEO in global
corporations? What are the qualities and skills that set them
apart? Atul Bali, partner, Tecnova India Ltd says that Indian
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complex and competitive market. It also is a demanding
market for innovation at multiple levels and a low cost one.
It is multi-cultural and demands empathetic handling of
workplace-related issues. These experiences along with their
familiarity with the culture have made them a natural choice
for leadership roles.”
Sunder Madakshira, vice president, marketing and
communications, SAP Labs India expresses, “Indians are
increasingly taking on the top positions in global companies
and there are many examples. Strong education and the
innate ability to adapt to diverse situations help Indians to
do well in global roles. That said, in today’s competitive
world, it is the skills and competence of the executive that
matter and not their race or origin.”
President Obama had recently commented: “Americans
need to raise their standards of education as they have to
compete with the students of India.” According to Susir
Kumar, executive chairman, Serco Global Services, the pie of
Indians leading global conglomerates has certainly grown in
the past few years. “With India becoming a vital market for
global companies, Indians are getting a high exposure to
manage cross-cultural geographies, thus leading to
increasing representation in the boardrooms,” he explains.
In the changed global scenario, where there is so much of
uncertainty, the ability of Indians to work in ambiguity

comes in very handy, points out Ronesh Puri, managing
director, Executive Access (India) Pvt Ltd. “India continues to
be one of the fastest growing economies with a large
middle-class segment, added to which is the fact that we are
a young nation; therefore, understanding of the mindset can
also be an advantage. Also, Indian talent is second to none
and most of the Indians who have reached the upper
echelons of power have done phenomenally well. In the
coming years, the numbers will only multiply,” he shares.
Indian leaders are undoubtedly making a mark in the
global world, in spite of the fact that there are still many
lessons to be learnt as they go forward. Bali asserts that the
trend will certainly grow. He adds, “India is a huge and
complex country and to succeed in India is no mean feat for
any business person. Most Indian managers, having learnt to
deal with uncertainties and challenges in the Indian
business context, are frontrunners in the race for global
heads.”
And as the trend grows, India may soon turn out to be the
hunting ground for top global roles.
For editorial queries/
feedback, get in touch:
Viren Naidu
(viren.naidu@
timesgroup.com)

Atul Bali, partner, Tecnova India Ltd lists qualities that
make Indians the most sought-after for global roles:
High standards of education: Meticulous academic syllabus, high internal competition, dominant English education
(86 million English speaking students);
Bright Indian children who do not get into IIT effortlessly
secure admission into an Ivy League college! In the US, this has
repositioned IIT as a genius factory;
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Fire in the belly: Weak financial backgrounds lead to extreme struggles that result in a high level of hard work and
strong desire and motivation to excel -- unparalleled to any developed nation;

LEADERSHIP,
AN ADDICTION?

Addiction to power is what keeps
leaders committed to staying in
power, says Walter Vieira
here is a story of the
farmer who was ploughing his field in ancient
Rome when he heard the
clarion call to defend the city,
which was being attacked. He
became the leader of the resistance. The attack was successfully repulsed and the
farmer went back to what he
was doing. In today’s world ,
this would seem very improbable. One would have expected the farmer to crown himself king of Rome.
It has been said that ‘power
corrupts and absolute power
corrupts absolutely’. Having
tasted the fruits of power, very
few have the inner strength to
give it up. The former chairman of one of India’s largest
multinationals, who retired after two decades at the top
confessed that what he
missed the most was not
money - but the status. This
addiction to power is what
keeps corporate leaders
glued to their chairs.
Can there be remedies to
such addiction to leadership?
The President of the USA is allowed only two terms each of
four years. There are compa-
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nies wherein the chairman is
allowed only one term of five
years. The software industry
needs new leaders for every
new project. If it is a project for
a bank, the one who has the
most experience in this area
will become the team leader
for this project and this could
be for three to five years. The
next project could be in the
insurance sector and someone with this experience will
take over and the earlier
leader will now be a part of
the team and report to someone who used to earlier report to him. There could not
have been a better framework to ensure justice in the
annual appraisals.
Prakash Tandon, a doyen of
Indian management, always
quit the chairmanship earlier
than the stipulated time.
When asked about the reason, he replied, “It is better to
ask why, than to ask
when!”The author is a senior
management consultant and
author of eleven books including ‘The Winning
Manager’; ‘Manager to CEO’
and ‘World Passport for the
Global Manager’

Multi-culturalism: India is the largest democracy with 28
states and seven union territories of India and 438 languages;
hence, we grow up to understand different people and embrace diversity like no other.
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About Us:
Coal India Limited (CIL) - a Schedule A A- MAHARATNA Public

Union Bank of India ,

a Leading Pan-India Listed Public Sector Bani
with Head Office in Mumbai, invites applications from eIi ibI
candidates to fill in 349 vacancies in the Specialist Officers cadrE
INCLUDES THE BACKLOG RESERVED VACANCIES FOR
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OBC AND FOR PERSONS WIT H DISABILITIES
OPENING DATE for

for
making ON-LINE applications

:03.04.2013

and payment of fees
LAST DATE for payment of fees and

: 23.04.2013

ON-LINE submission of application form
For details regarding Eligibility criteria, Age, Educational Qualilication
etc and Online Application format Interested candidates may ref
to the full Advertisement hosted on our bank’s Websit
www.unionbankofindia .co .in
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KIRLOSKA R INSTITUTE OF ADVANCED
MANAGEMENT STUDIES

Enriching Lives

(Approved by AICTE)

KIAMS Invites Applications for

both locations : Harihar and Pune.
I) For the Post of Asst. Professor in the areas of

Marketing, Accounting, Finance , HR ,
Operations and Economics.
II) Executives: Admissions and Placements .
Salary will be competitive.
Apply in t he Insti tu te f ormat which can b e

downloaded from WWW.k lams .aC.lfl.
Last date for applications 15 April 2013.
Interview process 23-25 April 2013, in Pune.
The Director , KIAMS
PUNE : Gut No. 356 & 351, Near Tata Foundry, Village Dhamani
Taluka Maval Pune -410506 , P h : 0211-4287 180 , 4287190
HARIHAR : P.O. Yantrapur , Har ihar -577 602 (Karnataka)
Ph: 08192-24 1269/241486 Email: recruitment @kiams.ac.i

Sector Undertaking under Ministry of Coal , Government of India,is
the single largest coal producing company in the world and the
largest corporate employer with approximately 38 lakh employees,
contributing around 81% of the total coal production in India. We
produce non-coking coal and coking coal of various grades for
diverse app lications . It operates 471 mines in 21 major coalfields
across eight states in India (West Bengal, Jharkhand,Orissa ,
Madhya Pradesh,Maharashtra .Chhattisgarh, Uttar Pradesh &
Assam) . The Company is also undertaking mining operations abroad
and joint ventures. The turnover f or April to December 2012 was
48,398 crores.
About 11CM:
Indian Institute of Coal Management is an autonomous institution
registered under Societies Act was established in 1994. It has been
sponsored and funded by Coal India Limited and supervised by Board
of Governors. 11CM functions as a center of excellence and imparts
specialized trainings for the executives of the Coal India and its
subsidiary companies on a regular basis. It is supported by a team of
dedicated professionals who constantly strive to nurture the human
capital to meet the future requirements of the organization.
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR - 11CM .Ranchi (Jharkhand State)

Grade E9, Pay Scale ‘ 65,000— 3% -to 75,000. The annual annual
gross
salary approximately 29 lakhs (inclusive of performance related
pay based on actual performance) .
This is a contractual position for 3 years appointment initially and
extendable to 5 years.
As head of 11CM ,the incumbent will be expected to bring about
desired change management in Coal India and its subsidiary
companies through customizedlneed based trainings for officers
across all levels .
He will have overall responsibility for the administration and
management of the Institute. His responsibilities include assessment
of training needs, preparation of HRD plans, designing training
modules,conducting training programs, maintaining close liaison
with Coal India Ltd. and its subsidiary companies and outside
agencies in all HRD activities .
He should have passion for HRD work ,possess good communication
skills and proficient in administration of academ icImanagement
development institute.

Oualification & Experience
1. PhD or equivalent in Management IHRlFinanceiBehavioral Science
2. Post-qualification experience of 21 years ,out of which half of the
overall experience should he in academic area of a premier
management institute or Corporate HRD centers. Minimum 2 years
as HeadlDirector of premier institute or corporate HRD center is
pref erred.
CPSU Executives in the pay scale of !
51,300 to !
73,000 or
Academic Professors pay band with two years ’ experience in
respective pay scales as on 1 April 2013.
Desirable
Published papers in reputed journals of nationalJinternational
significance.
Experiencej proficiency in HRD and special knowledge of latest
training methods .
Age
Upper age limit of 55 years as on 1 April 2013
This post is unreserved and in exceptional cases age relaxation may
be cons idered.
Those interested and meeting the eligibility criteria are advised to
apply with full Bio-data(indicating details of publications ,hi gh
li ghting separately work experience in organizations,teaching,
training and research segment etc.)
They should attach a recent passport size photograph along with
their bio-data . The candidates employed in PSU are advised to send
their applications through proper channel, whereas other candidates
can send it directly to the address mentioned in the advertisement.
The completed applications with required enclosures should he sent
through speed postlcourier to : General Manager- Perslflectt, Coal
India Ltd, 10 N.S. Road , Kolkata -700001 within 20 days from the
advertisement. You may also visit the website
of 11CM , www.iicm.ac.in for more
details
of
www.coalindia.in website.
The candidates shortlisted
for the interviews will be
communicated through
emaillphone.
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